METAL COLUMNS
Standard Color Collections
Custom Digital Artwork
Durable Finish Options
Extended 10 - 20 Year Exterior

Standard Collections

Classic
Gradients
Blendz
Engravings

Graphix
Digital Imagery
Powder Coat

Stainless Options
More grains and embossed patterns available online.

Coulee
Linen MM
Eisblume MM
Fog
Powder Coat Finishes

Superior Durable finishes available for interior and exterior applications. 12 standard colors with custom available. Extended warranties available.

More Colors Available Online

- Black Sand
- Bronze Sand
- Silver Metallic
- Copper Metallic
- Rust
- Rusted Copper

Exterior Finishes 10 to 20 Years
Options

Choose from a standard vertical butt joint or incorporate an open vertical reveal for added definition.

- **VBJ Vertical Butt Joint**
- **VOR Vertical Open Reveal**

Add a horizontal butt joint or open reveal for columns over 12 feet.

- **HBJ Horizontal Butt Joint**
- **HOR Horizontal Open Reveal**
- **Pre-engineered columns make for an easy installation.**

**RC Recessed Capital**
**RB Recessed Base**

*Gradients Custom Color, Coarse*
Shapes and Sizes

Available in a variety of standard shapes and sizes. Pre-rolled and formed metal surrounds with key slot attachments to mount direct to metal studs (by others). Aluminum, Perforated, and Stainless options.

Partials and custom shapes also available. Please contact us.

Anchor Side
Drop Side
Vertical Butt Joint

CC100 ROUND
CC150 SQUARE
CC200 OVAL
CC250 RACETRACK

CAD details and technical information are available on our website.

100% manufactured in the USA.
Contributes to LEED®v4 Materials and Resources Credits.
Industries

Corporate
Healthcare
Hospitality
Institutional
Retail
Exteriors

MóZ™
Metals + Architectural Products

(510) 632-0853
mozdesigns.com